
 

INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATION AT THE EDGE

With Intelligent Communication at the Edge, Zenitel introduces a paradigm shift in the way 
intelligent communication systems are deployed, used, and integrated in safety and 

security systems, as well as cloud networks.

 ▪ EASY - Easily install an IC-EDGE system using a 
web browser with no external software and no 
costly (virtual) server infrastructure. System easily 
expands by simply adding a device!

 ▪ INTEROPERABLE - Flexible interoperability through 
open API and industry standard protocols.

 ▪ SECURE - Cyber defensibility is addressed using 
Integrated IEEE 802.1X network access control 
with regular software upgrades to ensure secure, 
reliable communications.

The IC-EDGE™ Video Entry Starter Kit addresses the fundamental need for intelligible 
audio and video all in one easy-to-install system. With an innovative speaker design and 

noise cancelling technology, the Video Entry Starter Kit is equipped to handle any 
dynamic noise environment.

VIDEO ENTRY STARTER KIT

EASY, INTEROPERABLE, SECURE

Is your solution able to effectively communicate with people at a 
time of need?

What if your solution could provide the power to hear, be heard, 
and be understood every time, everywhere?

That is the power of IC-EDGE™
When it comes to understanding a situation, whether it be 
critical or an everyday task, we depend on our ability to 
communicate with one another in order to determine the most 
effective response. Thus, communication must not only be heard, 
but it must be understood in every situation.
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   WHERE TO BUY?

Contact your local Zenitel sales representative by scanning  
the QR code below. 

Communication is critical in all areas of business, therefore our expertise is focused on 
providing intelligent  communication solutions that allow you to hear, be heard and be 
understood, every time.  Zenitel systems interface with other security systems including CCTV, 
access control and alarm for a comprehensive security solution. Our primary system offering 
is within Public Address, Intercom and Radio. Our key markets include: Building Security, 
Public Safety, Transportation, Industrial Manufacturing, Energy and Maritime. Zenitel systems 
provide high availability, scalability, reliability, maintainability, and cyber defensibility. By 
reducing hardware to a minimum, and keeping the benefits of centralized server management, 
organizations have more flexibility in scale and performance.
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ITSV-1
1490001010
IP Touch Station with 
Video 

TCIV-3
1008115030
IP and SIP  Video 
Intercom  

TA-1
1008140010
Turbine Compact
Onwall Back Box

   

Key Features:

 ▪ Scalable from 2 to 64 stations.

 ▪ The ITSV-1 video desktop station 
represents the future in VoIP 
Services, featuring Android™ 
Operating System 4.2,  a 4.3” 
capacitive touch screen, and the 
ability to host 6 accounts. You can 
now use a single device as both your 
master station and your desktop 
phone. 

 ▪ The TCIV can be customized, such as 
uploading custom audio messages, 
for a better user experience.

 ▪ A rigid design, 10W speaker and 
amp and digital MEMS microphone 
make it possible for open duplex, 
hands-free communication up to 
95dB

 ▪ Our stations will detect the 
voice and amplify that signal, 
while suppressing up to 30dB of 
background noise.

 ▪ The TCIV-2 option offers a stainless 
steel front plate and die-cast 
aluminum frame for a robust and 
elegant design that meets the needs 
of demanding, outdoor environments 
with a rating of IP65.

 ▪ The TCIV-3 option offers a black 
thermoplastic front plate and die-
cast aluminum frame for a timeless 
and elegant design that meets 
the needs of demanding, outdoor 
environments with a rating of IP65. 

TCIV-2
1008115020
IP and SIP  Video 
Intercom  
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